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Abstract 
This paper first proves a sufficient and necessary condition for the right continuity of a family 
of two-parameter a-fields. Then, it proceeds to introduce condition (F’;) and proves that condition 
(Fi) is equivalent to right continuity of a family of a-fields prior to stopping lines. 
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0. Introduction 
Let (52, %, P) be a complete probability space and %=,z E lR$, be a sub o-field of 
8. The parameter set T = IFI: is endowed with the usual order, i.e., for z1 = (~1, rl) 
and z2 = (s~,t~) E R:, z1 < z2 if ~1 < s2 and tl d t2, and z1 < z2 if ~1 < s2 and tl < t2. 
If z1 < ~2, then [zI,z~) is the rectangle {z : z1 < z -c z2}, and the other rectangles are 
defined in the same manner. R, denotes the rectangle [O,z], where 0 = (0,O). 
For z = (s, t) E ll$ put 
%“I’=%‘= Z s v %@,I), %Z = %? = v %t(s,t). (1) 
fER+ SEE?+ 
We usually suppose that the two-parameter family (%=,z E R:) of o-fields satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(Fl) It is increasing, that is, if z 6 z’, then %Z C %Z~; 
(F2) It is complete, that is, %-(o,o) contains all null sets of %; 
(Fj) It is right continuous, that is, for every z E R:, %= = n,, ,= %Z/; 
(Fd) For every z E rW$, %i and %z are conditionally independent given %Z. 
Conditions (F1 ), (F2 ) and (FJ ) are called the usual conditions. A family (%=, z E rW: ) 
of two-parameter a-fields is called a standard filtration, if it satisfies the usual condi- 
tions. (Fd) implies that, for every z E R:, 
% =%‘n%2 Z Z Z) 
which is called the compatible condition. 
(2) 
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As it is known to us, in the one-parameter case, if (Ft, t E R+) is a standard 
filtration and z,, and r are (F-t)-stopping times such that z,, 1 z as n + co, then we 
have 
(3) 
n 
which is called the right continuity of the family of o-fields prior to stopping times. 
In order to extend some techniques used in the study of stochastic processes to two- 
parameter case, Merzbach (1980) gives a new definition of stopping line and introduces 
the o-field prior to stopping line. In Merzbach (1980) relation (3) is extended to the 
two-parameter case. The paper also discusses other properties of stopping lines and 
their o-fields, which are analogous to the stopping times. But, Zbaganu and Zhuang 
(1982) give a counter example which shows that a family of a-fields prior to stopping 
lines does not necessarily possess right continuity. This causes great difficulty in the 
extension of the technique to the two-parameter case. In Zbaganu and Zhuang (1982) 
proposition 2 asserts that condition (Fd) implies that the marginal o-field families are 
right continuous under usual conditions. The authors believe that “the proposition has 
been implicitly used from the very beginning of two-parameter martingale theory”. The 
progress in two-parameter processes theory calls for a further study of the properties 
of two-parameter o-fields family. 
This paper will first attempt to prove that, under compatible condition (2), the right 
continuity of the two marginal o-field families defined by (1) is equivalent to that 
of the family (F=,z E R$) of two-parameter a-fields, whether condition (F4) holds or 
not. Then, it will proceed to introduce condition (F;), and prove that under conditions 
(Fi) and (Fz) the right continuity of a family of the a-fields prior to stopping lines is 
equivalent to condition (Fi). 
It should be noted that in this paper all relations between variables and events are 
interpreted as occurring almost surely, and all the o-fields are sub a-fields of 9. 
1. Right continuity of a family of two-parameter a-fields 
Lemma 1. If a class (Fk,n, k,n = 1,2,. . . ) G .F satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) for each n, Fk,nCFk+l,n, k= 1,2 ,...; 
(b) for each k, Fk,“>Fk,“+l, n = l,2 ,...; 
(c)for any nl < nz,h < b,Fk,,,,, nFk2,n2 = Fk,,n2. 
Then, 
Proof. It is enough to prove that 
(4) 
k n n k 
Suppose that an arbitrary oEn,ukFk,n. For every n = 1,2, . . . . we have u.IEU~F~,~. 
Thus, there exists k(n), such that o E Fk,n as k 2 k(n). By condition (a) of the lemma, 
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we can make {k(n),n = 1,2,. . .} an increasing sequence. We will prove that, for 
each n, 
wEFk(n),m, m 3 n. (5) 
Suppose that this is false. Then, there exists n2 > n, such that w 4 Fk(n),nz. For this n2, 
we have k(nz ), for which w E F++* ), nz. Therefore, we obtain o E Fkcnz), n2 f’Fk(,,), n. But, 
by condition (c), Fk(,,),,, r- Fkcnz), nz = Fk(n),nz, which brings a contradiction. Therefore, 
assertion (5) holds, so that o E n mFk(n),m C Uk n, Fk,,,, which implies that equality 
(4) holds. The lemma has been proved. 
A class d of sets is called a normal class, if it is closed under the formations of 
decreasing countable intersections and disjoint countable unions. In this paper, it is 
agreed that a normal class B is complete, that is, d contains all null sets of 9. 
Lemma 2. If a sequence (yk, k = 1,2,. . . ) of a-jields is increasing and complete, 
that is, for every k, F/‘ C skfl and Fk COntainS all nd SetS of y, then 
&?={AEF:fiJA,FkEL& k=1,2 ,... } (6) 
is the minimal normal class containing Uk Fk, and the following equality holds: 
d= TFk. 
k=l 
(7) 
Proof. Suppose that A, E d, n = 1,2, . . . . By (6), for each n, there are Ff’ E pk, k = 
such that FF’ J, A, as k + CO. If A, J. as n + CO, then n n A, = n n n k Ff’ = 
so that n, A,, E d. If A,, I--A, = 0 for n # m, then we have 
so that UnA, = nkUnFf), which implies that U, A,, E d. Thus, we have proved 
that &’ is a normal class. 
It is clear that 1;4 > lJk Fk. Suppose that &? is an arbitrary normal class containing 
IJ k yk. If a set A belongs to &‘, by definition of d, there exists a sequence (Fk, k = 
1,2,...)ofsets,suchthat~~E~~and~~~~~+~,k=l,2,...,andA=~k~~.BeCaUse 
allFkEUkFk, k= 1,2 ,..., we have A E _&‘. Therefore d is the minimal normal class 
containing u k gk. 
Finally, since Uk pk is a field, we have (see Yau, 1988) 
“=N(yFk) =“(v”) =y”, 
where O(V) and N(%‘) denote respectively the minimal a-field and the minimal normal 
class containing %?. 
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Remark. If (Fk, k = 1,2,. . .) is an increasing sequence of a-fields, we may define 
k 
Hence, Lemma 2 characterises the structure of the limit of the increasing sequence of 
a-fields. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that a family (%=, z E R$) of two-parameter o-fields satisfies 
conditions (FI)-(F3) and compatible condition (2). Then, the two families (%j, s E 
R+) and (%f, t E lR+) of a-fields defined in (1) are right continuous. 
Proof. It is enough to check only one from the two families, say (%i, s E R,). Ac- 
cording to Lemma 1 , the following relation holds: 
nu F(k,l+(l/n)) = Un+k,L+(lln))? 
n k k n 
where k and n are arbitrary natural numbers, and t is a positive real number. So, in 
order to check that (%i, s E R+) is right continuous, it is enough to prove 
(k,t+(l/n)) = vr)FW+(l~N). (8) 
n k k n 
Writing d = Vk n, %(, f + (l/n)) and -01, = vk %(k, t + (l/n)), by Lemma 2, we have 
cd, = 
I 
A(“) : Ft’ I A(“), F;’ E %(k,t +(lin)), k = 1,2,. . . 
> 
, 
for n = 1,2,.... Hence, if A E n, &‘,,, then for each n, there exist FF’ E %(k,t+(l/n)), 
k = 1,2,... , such that Ft’ j, A as k + 0;). So, we have A = n k n n Ff’ = nk U, Ff’. 
- 
Observing, for every k = 1,2,. . . , U, Ff’ 2 llm.+,FF) 2 lim,,,Fr) 2 n, @‘, we 
obtain that limk___ lim,,,Ff)= lim,@.+, lirn,? ,,I$)= A. Since E( 1 ( ) 1 %-(k,t+(lin))) 
Fk 
= l,;), we have 
(9) 
which implies lim ,~ ,oo Ff’ E n n %-(k, t+(l,,,j). Observing lim F(“) 3 lim F(“) II+M k ---n-cc k+l’ 
we assert A E d to be true. Therefore, n n JZ!, & ~4. The reverse inclusion is clear, so 
that d = n n &,. Assertion (8) has been proved. 
Corollary 4. Zf the family (%=, z E R:) of two-parameter a-fields satisjies condi- 
tions (Fl) and (Fz) and compatible condition (2) then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
0) (%A z E R:) is right continuous; 
(ii) (%i, s E lR+) and (%f, t E R+) are right continuous. 
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Proof. Under the compatible condition, it is clear that assertion (ii) implies asser- 
tion (i). 
Remark. Proposition 2 in Zbaganu and Zhuang (1982) is a corollary of Corollary 4. 
Corollary 5. Denote %J = %,’ V %,‘. for z E W$, if (%z, z E l$) satisjes conditions 
(F, HF3) and the compatible condition (2), then the family (%;, z E IX:) of a-jields 
is right continuous, that is, for every z E UT?: 
2. Right continuity of a family of a-fields prior to stopping line 
We will first introduce some relevant terminologies and notations (see Merzbach, 
1980). For G C I$, write 
R, = u [O,z), RG = u R,, 
LEG ZEG 
For subsets G and H of K?:, we write 
R; = u{z’ : z < z’}. 
ZEG 
GQH if RoC&, 
- 
G <H if VZ;E(RG), 32’ :z <z’ and z’E(RH)‘. 
The set G c rWt is called a set of separation, if G is a closed set and satisfies the 
following two properties: 
(i) RG f~ Ri = 0. 
(ii) R, U Rz U k’ U {z : 0 < z}’ = rWi. 
We will denote the class of all the sets of separation by Y. It is evident that G, H E Y 
implies G V H, G A H E Y. The set G E Y is called a simple separation set, if G = 
a(& Rz,) \ {z : 0 < z}~. Wh ere no confusion is possible, we denote the separation 
set az 1 cY(R, \ { z’ : zt > O}c by z. For AC rW$, write %A = VzEA%*. 
Definition 1. A function n(o) from R to Y U {a} is called a stopping line, if for 
every zE R:, (0 : z < n(w)} E %z. 
Definition 2. Let ;1 be a stopping line. The a-field 
is called the o-field prior to 2. 
Obviously, if n(o) E I (I E Y), then %A = %r. 
As the relation analogous to (3) does not hold in the two-parameter case, we intro- 
duce the following: 
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Condition (E’s). For every l? E Y 
%_r = n %A. (10) 
r IAEY, r#A 
It is clear that condition (F;) implies condition (R’s) and the right continuity of 
(%;, ZEKQ. 
We will prove that under conditions (Fi) and (Fz), condition (F$) is equivalent to 
the right continuity of a family of o-fields prior to stopping lines. 
Lemma 6. Suppose that (%=, z E R$) satisfies conditions (Fl),(Fz) and (F’s) and 
l(o) is a stopping line. Then, for arbitrary I? E Y, {w : A(w) < I’} E %r. 
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the assertion of the lemma for a bounded sepa- 
ration set l? E Y. Let I E Y be bounded. Then there is a sequence {G,} of simple 
separation sets such that G,, = Vy:, a$) and G, J. I as n -+ CCI. Hence, {w : 
3,(m) < l?} C{O : A(O) < G,}, for n = 1,2,. . . . It follows that {W : A(o) d I’} c n ,“=, 
{A(o) d G,}. On the other hand, if A(w) Q G,, for all n = 1,2,. . . , then A(o) < I, so 
{~:44<rj>n:,{ w : A(w) d G,}. Hence, we have 
(0 : /I(o) < r) = fi (w : A(w) 6 G,}. (11) 
n=l 
Suppose that G, is a set of sequence {Gn}, that is, G, = Vz, $zp’. Denoting 
zv’ = (si,ti), i = 1,2,...,m,, we have ~1 <s2 < ... <s,,,” and tl > t2 > ... > t,,,,. 
The simple separation set G, is indeed a broken line connected with points (0, tl) 
and (sm,, 0), which possesses the vertices (si, tl ), (~1, tz), (~2, tz), (~2, t3), . . . , (sm,, t,,,,). 
For the sake of convenience, we denote these vertices by 51, 25,. . . , F&_-l, and put 
50 = (0, tl), Zzm, = (sm,, 0). Hence, 
io:i(W)~C,~‘=~(1O:~i<l(O)i. (12) 
i=O 
It is easy to know that {w : ZZ < A(o)} E %o, (see the proof of Corollary 1.1, in 
Merzbach, 1980), so {w : A(w) 6 G,} E %o,. 
Because G, 1, we have {o : A(a) d Gn} ->{m : n(w) Q G,,+I} and %G, > %G,+, , 
forn=1,2,....Forarbitrarykandn=k,k+1,...,{o:I(o)~G,}~%~aholds,so 
fi (w : A(w) < G,,} = fi (o : A(o) 6 Gn} E %ok. 
n=l n=k 
Therefore, by the condition (Fi), we have 
iiIw:i(w)~G,)~ii%~~=%~, 
n=l k=l 
which implies that the assertion of the lemma is true. 
(13) 
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Theorem 7. Suppose that (Yz,z E I$) satisjies conditions (FI) and (Fz). Then, for 
arbitrary stopping lines I,(o), I(o), n = 1,2,. . . , such that L,(o) 1 n(w) as n + 00, 
(14) 
holds if and only if condition (F;) holds. 
Proof. It is clear that the condition (Fi) follows (14). We will prove that the condition 
(Fi) implies (14). First, we will prove that, if A,(o) and A,(o) are two stopping lines 
and Al(o) < A,(w), then 91, & 9~~. Indeed, if an arbitrary A E F-n,, then for any 
FEY we have An{& <I’}E~ r. Since {A, < I’} >{A2 < I’}, according to Lemma 
6, we obtain the following relations 
A n {n, G r) =A n {n, G r} n (2, 5 r) 
=(An{A, ~r})n{~,~r)~~r. 
which implies Fl, C 9~~. 
Next, since A,(w) 1 A(o), we have 9-i. C n, 9-n”. In order to prove the assertion, it 
is enough to prove the reverse implication. 
If an arbitrary A E n, FL”, i.e., A E 92. for each n = 1,2,. . . , then for every I E Y 
we have A n {A, d I’} E 9 I-. Because {A(o) < I’}’ = U,{&(w) G I’}c, we have 
An{I~r}=A-{11++eqslanewr}‘=A-U{1.,~r)’ 
n 
= n [A n { A, G r I] E 2+. 
n 
It follows that A E 91, so that 9~ > n, 92.. The theorem has been proved. 
Remark. We have proved that relation (14) is equivalent to condition (Fi). Therefore, 
under condition (Fg) the propositions in Merzbach (1980) based upon relation (14) 
will also hold, and some of the results based upon relation (3) in the one-parameter 
case can be extended to the two-parameter case. 
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